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NUMERICAL RANGE FOR RANDOM MATRICES
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ABSTRACT. We analyze the numerical range of high-dimensional ran-
dom matrices, obtaining limit results and corresponding quantitative es-
timates in the non-limit case. For a large class of random matrices their
numerical range is shown to converge to a disc. In particular, numerical
range of complex Ginibre matrix almost surely converges to the disk of
radius
√
2. Since the spectrum of non-hermitian random matrices from
the Ginibre ensemble lives asymptotically in a neighborhood of the unit
disk, it follows that the outer belt of width
√
2 − 1 containing no eigen-
values can be seen as a quantification the non-normality of the complex
Ginibre random matrix. We also show that the numerical range of upper
triangular Gaussian matrices converges to the same disk of radius
√
2,
while all eigenvalues are equal to zero and we prove that the operator
norm of such matrices converges to
√
2e.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we are interested in the numerical range of large random
matrices. In general, the numerical range (also called the field of values) of
anN×N matrix is defined asW(X) = {(Xy, y) : ||y||2 = 1} (see e.g. [19,
23, 25]). This notion was introduced almost a century ago and it is known by
the celebrated Toeplitz-Hausdorff theorem [22, 40] thatW(X) is a compact
convex set in C. A common convention to denote the numerical range by
W(X) goes back to the German term “Wertevorrat” used by Hausdorff.
For any N × N matrix X its numerical range W(X) clearly contains all
its eigenvalues λi, i ≤ N. If X is normal, that is XX∗ = X∗X, then its nu-
merical range is equal to the convex hull of its spectrum, W(X) = Γ(X) :=
conv(λ1, . . . , λN). The converse is valid if and only if N ≤ 4 ([34, 24]).
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For a non-normal matrix X its numerical range is typically larger than
Γ(X) even in the case N = 2. For example, consider the Jordan matrix of
order two,
J2 =
[
0 1
0 0
]
.
Then both eigenvalues of J2 are equal to zero, while W(J2) forms a disk
D(0, 1/2).
We shall now turn our attention to numerical range of random matrices.
Let GN be a complex random matrix of order N from the Ginibre ensem-
ble, that is an N ×N matrix with i.i.d centered complex normal entries of
variance 1/N. It is known that the limiting spectral distribution µN con-
verges to the uniform distribution on the unit disk with probability one (cf.
[6, 16, 17, 18, 38, 39]). It is also known that the operator norm goes to 2
with probability one. This is directly related to the fact that the level density
of the Wishart matrixGNG∗N is asymptotically described by the Marchenko-
Pastur law, supported on [0, 4], and the squared largest singular value ofGN
goes to 4 ([20], see also [15] for the real case).
As the complex Ginibre matrixGN is generically non-normal, the support
Γ of its spectrum is typically smaller than the numerical range W. Our re-
sults imply that the ratio between the area ofW(GN) and Γ(GN) converges
to 2 with probability one. Moreover, in the case of strictly upper triangular
matrix TN with Gaussian entries (see below for precise definitions) we have
that the area ofW(TN) converges to 2, while clearly Γ(TN) = {0}.
The numerical range of a matrix X of size N can be considered as a
projection of the set of density matrices of size N,
QN = {ρ : ρ = ρ
∗, ρ ≥ 0, Trρ = 1},
onto a plane, where this projection is given by the (real) linear map ρ 7→ TrρX.
More precisely, for any matrix X of size N there exists a real affine rank 2
projection P of the setQN, whose image is congruent to the numerical range
W(X) [12].
Thus our results on numerical range of random matrices contribute to the
understanding of the geometry of the convex set of quantum mixed states
for large N.
Let dH denotes the Hausdorff distance. Our main result, Theorem 4.1,
states the following:
If random matrices XN of order N satisfy for every real θ
lim
N→∞ ‖Re (eiθXN)‖ = R
then with probability one
lim
N→∞dH(W(XN), D(0, R)) = 0.
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We apply this theorem to a large class of random matrices. Namely, let
xi,i, i ≥ 1, be i.i.d. complex random variables with finite second moment,
xi,j, i 6= j, be i.i.d. centered complex random variables with finite fourth
moment, and all these variables are independent. Assume E|x1,2|2 = λ2 for
some λ > 0. Let XN = N−1/2 {xi,j}i,j≤N, and YN be the matrix whose entries
above the main diagonal are the same as entries of XN and all other entries
are zeros. Theorem 4.2 states that
dH(W(XN), D(0,
√
2λ))→ 0 and dH(W(YN), D(0, λ))→ 0.
In particular, if XN is a complex Ginibre matrix GN or a real Ginibre matrix
GRN (i.e. with centered normal entries of variance 1/N) and TN is a strictly
triangular matrices TN with i.i.d centered complex normal entries of vari-
ance 2/(N− 1) (so that ETrXNX∗N = ETrTNT ∗N = N) then with probability
one
dH(W(GN), D(0,
√
2))→ 0 and dH(W(TN), D(0,√2))→ 0.
We also provide corresponding quantitative estimates on the rate of the
convergence in the case of GN and TN.
A related question to our study is the limit behavior of the operator (spec-
tral) norm ‖TN‖ of a random triangular matrix, which can be used to char-
acterize its non-normality. As we mentioned above, it is known that with
probability one
(1) lim
N→∞ ‖GN‖ = 2.
It seems that the limit behavior of ‖TN‖ has not been investigated yet, al-
though its limiting counterpart has been extensively studied by Dykema and
Haagerup in the framework of investigations around the invariant subspace
problem. In the last section (Theorem 6.2), we prove that with probability
one
(2) lim
N→∞ ‖TN‖ =
√
2e.
Note that in Section 6 this fact is formulated and proved in another normal-
ization.
Our proof here is quite indirect and relies on strong convergence for ran-
dom matrices established by [21]. In particular, our proof does not pro-
vide any quantitative estimates for the rate of convergence. It would be
interesting to obtain corresponding deviation inequalities. We would like to
mention that very recently the empirical eigenvalue measures for large class
of symmetric random matrices of the form XNX∗N, where XN is a random
triangular matrix, has been investigated ([31]).
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide some pre-
liminaries and numerical illustrations. In Section 3, we provide basic facts
on the numerical range and on the matrices formed using Gaussian random
variables. The main section, Section 4, contains the results on convergence
of the numerical range of random matrices mentioned above (and the cor-
responding quantitative estimates). Section 5 suggests a possible extension
of the main theorem, dealing with a more general case, when the limit of
‖Re (eiθXN)‖ is a (non-constant) function of θ. Finally, in Section 6, we
provide the proof of (2).
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
By ξ, we will denote a centered complex Gaussian random variable,
whose variance may change from line to line. When (the variance of) ξ
is fixed, ξij, i, j ≥ 1 denote independent copies of ξ. Similarly, by g we
will denote a centered real Gaussian random variable, whose variance may
change from line to line. When (the variance of) g is fixed, gij, i, j ≥ 1
denote independent copies of g.
We deal with random matrices XN of sizeN. To set the scale we are usu-
ally going to normalize random matrices by fixing their expected Hilbert-
Schmidt norms to be equal to N, i.e. E‖XN‖2HS = ETrXNX∗N = N. We
study the following ensembles.
(1) Complex Ginibre matrices GN of order N with entries ξij, where
E|ξij|2 = 1/N. As we mention in the introduction, by the circular
law, the spectrum ofGN is asymptotically contained in the unit disk.
Note E‖GN‖2HS = N.
(2) Real Ginibre matricesGRN of orderNwith entries gij, whereE|gij|2 =
1/N. Note E‖GRN‖2HS = N.
(3) Upper triangular random matrices TN of order N with entries Tij =
ξij for i < j and Tij = 0 elsewhere, where E|ξij|2 = 2/(N − 1).
Clearly, all eigenvalues of TN equal to zero. Note E‖TN‖2HS = N.
(4) Diagonalized Ginibre matrices, DN = ZGNZ−1 of order N, so that
Dkl = λkδkl where λk, k = 1, . . . ,N, denote complex eigenval-
ues of GN. Note that GN is diagonalizable with probability one. In
order to ensure the uniqueness of the probability distribution on di-
agonal matrices, we assume that it is invariant under conjugation by
permutations. Note that integrating over the Girko circular law one
gets the average squared eigenvalue of the complex Ginibre matrix,
〈|λ|2〉 = ∫1
0
2x3dx = 1/2. Thus, E‖DN‖2HS = N/2.
(5) Diagonal unitary matricesUN of orderNwith entriesUkl = exp(iφk)δkl,
where φk are independent uniformly distributed on [0, 2pi) real ran-
dom variables.
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The structure of some of these matrices is exemplified below for the case
N = 4. Note that the variances of ξ are different in the case of G4 and in
the case of T4. To lighten the notation they are depicted by the same symbol
ξ, but entries are independent.
G4 =

ξ ξ ξ ξ
ξ ξ ξ ξ
ξ ξ ξ ξ
ξ ξ ξ ξ
 , T4 =

0 ξ ξ ξ
0 0 ξ ξ
0 0 0 ξ
0 0 0 0
 , D4 =

λ1 0 0 0
0 λ2 0 0
0 0 λ3 0
0 0 0 λ4
 .
We will study the following parameters of a given (random) matrix X:
(a) the numerical radius r(X) = max{|z| : z ∈W(X)},
(b) the spectral radius ρ(X) = |λmax|, where λmax is the leading eigenvalue
of X with the largest modulus,
(c) the operator (spectral) norm equal to the largest singular value, ‖X‖ =
σmax(X) =
√
λmax(XX∗) (and equals to the operator norm of X, con-
sidered as an operator `N2 → `N2 ),
(d) the non-normality measure µ3(X) := (||X||2HS −
∑N
i=1 |λi|
2)1/2.
The latter quantity, used by Elsner and Paardekooper [14], is based on the
Schur lemma: As the squared Hilbert-Schmidt norm of a matrix can be ex-
pressed by its singular values, ||X||2HS =
∑N
i=1 σ
2
i , the measure µ3 quantifies
the difference between the average squared singular value and the average
squared absolute value of an eigenvalue, and vanishes for normal matri-
ces. Comparing the expectation values for the squared norms of a random
Ginibre matrix GN and a diagonal matrixDN containing their spectrum we
establish the following statement.
The squared non-normality coefficient µ3 for a complex Ginibre matrix
GN behaves asymptotically as
(3) Eµ23(GN) = E‖GN‖2HS − E‖DN‖2HS = N/2.
Since all eigenvalues of random triangular matrices are equal to zero an
analogous results for the ensemble of upper triangular random matrices
reads Eµ23(TN) = N.
Figure 1 shows the numerical range of the complex Ginibre matrices of
ensemble (1), which tends asymptotically to the disk of radius
√
2 – see
Theorem 4.2. As the convex hull of the spectrum, Γ(GN), goes to the unit
disk, the ratio of their area tends to 2 and characterizes the non-normality
of a generic Ginibre matrix. By the non-normality belt we mean the set
differenceW(X) \ Γ(X), which contains no eigenvalues.
As N grows to infinity, spectral properties of the real Ginibre matrices
of ensemble (2) become analogous to the complex case. By Theorem 4.2,
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in both cases numerical range converges to D(0,
√
2) and the spectrum is
supported by the unit disk. The only difference is the symmetry of the
spectrum with respect to the real axis and a clustering of eigenvalues along
the real axis for the real case.
−√2−1 0 1 √2
<
−√2
−1
0
1
√
2
=
−√2−1 0 1 √2
<
−√2
−1
0
1
√
2
=
−√2−1 0 1 √2
<
−√2
−1
0
1
√
2
=
r
ρ
FIGURE 1. Spectrum (dots) and numerical range (dark con-
vex set) of the complex Ginibre matrices of sizes N =
10, 100 and 1000. The spectrum is asymptotically contained
in the unit disk while numerical range converges to a disk of
radius r =
√
2 denoted in the figures. Note the outer ring
of the range is the non-normality belt of width
√
2 − 1 (it
contains no eigenvalues).
Figure 2 shows analogous examples of diagonal matrices D with the
Ginibre spectrum – ensemble (4). Diagonal matrices are normal, so the nu-
merical range equals to the support of the spectrum and thus converges to
the unit disk. Note that this property hold also for a “normal Ginibre ensem-
ble” of matrices of the kind G ′ = VDV∗, where D contains the spectrum
of a Ginibre matrix, while V is a random unitary matrix drawn according to
the Haar measure.
Analogous results for the upper triangular matrices T of ensemble (3)
shown in Fig.3. The numerical range asymptotically converges to the disk
of radius
√
2 with probability one – see Theorem 4.2.
As all eigenvalues of T are zero, the asymptotic properties of the spec-
trum and numerical range of T become identical with these of a Jordan
matrix J of the same order N rescaled by
√
2. By construction Jkm = 1 if
k + 1 = m and zero elsewhere for k,m = 1, . . . ,N. It is known [41] that
numerical range of a Jordan matrix J of sizeN converges to the unit disk as
N→∞.
In the table below we listed asymptotic predictions for the operator (spec-
tral) norm ‖X‖, the numerical radius r(X), the spectral radius ρ(X) and the
squared non-normality parameter, µ¯23 = E(µ23), of generic matrices pertain-
ing to the ensembles investigated.
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−√2−1 0 1 √2
<
−√2
−1
0
1
√
2
=
−√2−1 0 1 √2
<
−√2
−1
0
1
√
2
=
−√2−1 0 1 √2
<
−√2
−1
0
1
√
2
= rρ
FIGURE 2. As in Fig. 1, for ensemble of diagonal matrices
DN containing spectrum of Ginibre matrices of sizes N =
10, 100 and 1000. Numerical range of these normal matrices
coincides with the convex hull of their spectrum.
−√2−1 0 1 √2
<
−√2
−1
0
1
√
2
=
−√2−1 0 1 √2
<
−√2
−1
0
1
√
2
=
−√2−1 0 1 √2
<
−√2
−1
0
1
√
2
=
r
FIGURE 3. As in Fig. 1, for upper triangular random matri-
ces TN of sizes N = 10, 100 and 1000, for which all eigen-
values are equal to zero and the numerical range converges
to the disk of radius
√
2.
Ensemble ‖X‖ r(X) ρ(X) µ¯23(X)
Ginibre G 2
√
2 1 N/2
Diagonal D 1 1 1 0
Triangular T
√
2e
√
2 0 N
Consider a matrix X of orderN, normalized as TrXX∗ = N. Assume that
the matrix is diagonal, so that its numerical range W(X) is formed by the
convex hull of the diagonal entries. Let us now modify the matrix X, writing
Y =
√
1− aX+
√
aT , where T is a strictly upper triangular random matrix
normalized as above and 0 ≤ a ≤ 1. Note TrYY∗ = N as well. Rescaling X
by a number
√
1− a smaller than one and adding an off-diagonal part
√
aT
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increases the non-normality belt of Y, i.e. the set W(Y) \ Γ(Y). The larger
relative weight of the off-diagonal part, the larger squared non-normality
index, µ23(Y) = ‖Y‖2HS −
∑N
i=1 |Yii|
2 = N− (1− a)N = aN and the larger
the non-normality belt of the numerical range. In the limiting case a → 1
the off-diagonal part
√
aT dominates the matrix Y. In particular, if T = TN
of ensemble (3) then its numerical range converges to the disk of radius
√
2
as N grows to infinity.
To demonstrate this construction in action we plotted in Fig. 4 numerical
range of an exemplary random matrix Y ′ = DN+ 1√2TN, which contains the
spectrum of the complex Ginibre matrix GN at the diagonal, and the matrix
TN in its upper triangular part. The relative weight a = 1/
√
2 is chosen
in such a way that TrY ′Y ′∗ = N. Thus Y ′ displays similar properties to
the complex Ginibre matrix: its numerical range is close to a disk of radius
r =
√
2, while the support of the spectrum is close to the unit disk. This
observation is related to the fact [32] that bringing the complex Ginibre
matrix by a unitary rotation to its triangular Schur form, S := UGU∗ =
D+T , one assures that the diagonal matrixD contains spectrum ofG, while
T is an upper triangular matrix containing independent Gaussian random
numbers.
−√2−1 0 1 √2
<
−√2
−1
0
1
√
2
=
r
ρ
−2 −1 0 1 2
<
−2
−1
0
1
2
=
r
ρ
FIGURE 4. As in Fig. 1, for a)DN + 1√2TN and b) UN + TN
of size N = 1000.
Another illustration of the non-normality belt is presented in Fig. 4b. It
shows the numerical range of the sum of a diagonal random unitary matrix
UN of ensemble (5), with all eigenphases drawn independently according
to a uniform distribution, with the upper triangular matrix TN of ensemble
(3). All eigenvalues of this matrix belong to the unit circle, while presence
of the triangular contribution increases the numerical radius r and forms
the non-normality belt. Some other examples of numerical range computed
numerically for various ensembles of random matrices can be found in [36].
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3. SOME BASIC FACTS AND NOTATION
In this paper, C0, C1, ..., c1, c2, ... denote absolute positive constants,
whose value can change from line to line. Given a square matrix X, we
denote
Re X =
X+ X∗
2
and Im X =
X− X∗
2i
,
so that X = Re X+i Im X and both Re X and Im X are self-adjoint matrices.
Then it is easy to see that
ReW(X) =W(Re X) and ImW(X) =W(Im X).
Given θ ∈ [0, 2pi], denote Xθ := eiθX and by λθ denote the maximal
eigenvalue of Re Xθ. It is known (see e.g. Theorem 1.5.12 in [23]) that
(4) W(X) =
⋂
0≤θ≤2pi
Hθ,
where
Hθ = e
−iθ {z ∈ C : Re z ≤ λθ} .
Our results for random matrices are somewhat similar, however we use the
norm ‖Xθ‖ instead of its maximal eigenvalue. Repeating the proof of (4)
(or adjusting the proof of Proposition 5.1 below), it is not difficult to see
that
(5) W(X) ⊂ K(R),
where K(R) is a star-shaped set defined by
(6) K(R) := {λe−iθ ‖Xθ‖ : λ ∈ [0, 1], θ ∈ [0, 2pi)}.
Below we provide a complete proof of corresponding results for random
matrices. Note that K(R) can be much larger thanW(X). Indeed, in the case
of the identity operator I the numerical range is a singleton, W(I) = {1},
while the set K(R) is defined by the equation ρ ≤ | cos t| (in the polar
coordinates).
3.1. GUE. We say that a HermitianN×N matrix A = {Ai,j}i,j pertains to
Gaussian Unitary Ensemble (GUE) if a. its entries Ai,j’s are independent
for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ N, b. the entries Ai,j’s for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N are com-
plex centered Gaussian random variables of variance 1 (that is the real and
imaginary parts are independent centered Gaussian of variance 1/2), c. the
entries Ai,i’s for 1 ≤ i ≤ N are real centered Gaussian random variables of
variance 1.
Clearly, for the complex Ginibre matrix GN its real part, YN := Re(GN),
is a (2N)−1/2 multiple of a GUE. It is known that with probability one
‖YN‖ → √2 (see e.g. Theorem 5.2 in [7] or Theorem 5.3.1 in [35]). We
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will also need the following quantitative estimates. In [2, 27, 28, 30] it was
shown that for GUE, normalized as YN, one has for every ε ∈ (0, 1],
P
(
‖YN‖ ≥
√
2+ ε
)
≤ C0 exp(−c0Nε3/2).
Moreover, in [30] it was also shown that for ε ∈ (0, 1],
P
(
‖YN‖ ≤
√
2− ε
)
≤ C1 exp(−c1N2ε3).
Note that C1 exp(−c1N2ε3) ≤ C2 exp(−c1Nε3/2). Thus, for ε ∈ (0, 1],
(7) P
(
|‖YN‖−
√
2| > ε
)
≤ C3 exp(−c2Nε3/2)
(cf. Theorem 2.7 in [10]). It is also well known (and follows from concen-
tration) that there exists two absolute constants c4 and C4 such that
(8) P (‖GN‖ ≥ 2.1) ≤ C4 exp(−c4N).
3.2. Upper triangular matrix. Let gi, hi, i ≥ 1, be independent N(0, 1)
real random variables. It is well-known (and follows from the Laplace trans-
form) that
Emax
i≤N
|gi| ≤
√
2 ln(2N).
Since ‖x‖∞ ≤ ‖x‖2, the classical Gaussian concentration inequality (see
[9] or inequality (2.35) in [26]) implies that for every r > 0,
(9) P
(
max
i≤N
|gi| >
√
2 ln(2N) + r
)
≤ e−r2/2.
Recall that TN denotes the upper triangular N × N Gaussian random
matrix normalized such that ETNT ∗N = N, that is (TN)ij are independent
complex Gaussian random variables of variance 2/(N− 1) for 1 ≤ i < j ≤
N and 0 otherwise. Note that Re TN can be presented as ZN/
√
2(N− 1),
where ZN is a complex Hermitian N×N matrix with zero on the diagonal
and independent complex Gaussian random variables of variance one above
the diagonal. Let AN be distributed as GUE (with gi’s on the diagonal)
and VN be the diagonal matrix with the same diagonal as AN. Clearly,
ZN = AN − VN. Therefore, the triangle inequality and (7) yield that for
every ε ∈ (0, 1]
(10) P
(∣∣∣∣ 1√N‖ZN‖− 2
∣∣∣∣ > ε) ≤ C exp(−cNε3/2),
where C and c are absolute positive constants (formally, applying the tri-
angle inequality, we should ask ε >
√
ln(2N)/N, but if ε ≤ √ln(2N)/N
the right hand side becomes large than 1, by an appropriate choice of the
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constant C). In particular, the Borel-Cantelli lemma implies that with prob-
ability one ‖ZN‖/
√
N→ 2 (alternatively one can apply Theorem 5.2 from
[7]).
4. MAIN RESULTS
Our first main result is
Theorem 4.1. Let R > 0. Let {XN}N be a sequence of complex random
N×N matrices such that for every θ ∈ R with probability one
lim
N→∞ ‖Re (eiθXN)‖ = R.
Then with probability one
lim
N→∞dH (W(XN), D(0, R)) = 0.
Furthermore, if there exists A ≥ max{R, 1} such that for every N ≥ 1,
P (‖XN‖ > A) ≤ pN
and for every ε ∈ (0, 1/2), N ≥ 1, θ ∈ R,
P
(∣∣ ‖Re (eiθXN)‖− R∣∣ > ε) ≤ qN(ε)
then for every positive ε ≤ min{1/2,√R/(A+ 1)} and every N one has
P (dH(W(XN), D(0, R) > 4Aε) ≤ pN + 7Rε−2 qN(ε2).
Proof. Fix positive ε ≤ min{1/2, R/(A+1)}. Since the real part of a matrix
is a self-adjoint operator we have
λ(θ,N) := ‖Re (eiθXN)‖ = sup{Re (eiθXNy, y) : ‖y‖2 = 1}.
By assumptions of the theorem, for every θ ∈ R with probability one
lim
N→∞ λ(θ,N) = R.
Let S denote the boundary of the disc D(0, R). Choose a finite ε-net N
in [0, 2pi], so that {Reiθ}θ∈N is an ε-net (in the geodesic metric) in S. Then,
with probability one, for every θ ∈ N one has λ(θ,N)→ R.
Since Im XN = Re (e−ipi/2XN), one has
R ≤ lim sup
N→∞ ‖XN‖ ≤ lim supN→∞ ‖Re XN‖+ lim supN→∞ ‖Im XN‖ = 2R.
Choose A ≥ max{R, 1} and N ≥ 1 such that for everyM ≥ N one has
‖XM‖ ≤ A and ∀θ ∈ N |λ(θ,M) − R| ≤ ε.
FixM ≥ N. Note that the supremum in the definition of λ(θ,M) is attained
and that
|Re (eiθXMy, y) − Re (eitXMy, y)| ≤ |eiθ − eit| · |(XMy, y)| ≤ εA,
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whenever |θ − t| ≤ ε and ‖y‖2 = 1. Using approximation by elements of
N, we obtain for every real t,
|λ(t,M) − R| ≤ (A+ 1)ε.
Let y0 be such that ‖y0‖ = 1 and
λ := sup{|(XMy, y)| : ||y||2 = 1} = |(XMy0, y0)|.
Then for some t
λ = eit(XMy0, y0) = Re (eitXMy0, y0) = λ(t,M) ≤ R+ (A+ 1)ε.
This shows thatW(XM) ⊂ D(0, R+ (A+ 1)ε).
Finally fix some z ∈ S, that is z = Reit. Choose θ ∈ N such that
|t− θ| ≤ ε. Let y1 be such that
λ(−θ,M) = Re (e−iθXMy1, y1) = Re (e−iθ(XMy1, y1)).
Denote x := (XNy1, y1). Then
R− (A+ 1)ε ≤ Re (e−iθx) ≤ |x| ≤ R+ (A+ 1)ε.
Since A ≥ max{R, 1} and ε ≤ R/(A+ 1), this implies that
|Reiθ − x| ≤
√
(A+ 1)2ε2 + 4R(A+ 1)ε ≤ 2A√ε√ε+ 2.
Since |t− θ| ≤ ε and ε < 1/2, we observe that
|z− x| ≤ R|eit − eiθ|+ |Reiθ − x| ≤ Rε+ 2
√
2.5A
√
ε ≤ 4A√ε.
Therefore, for every z ∈ S there exists x ∈W(XM) with
|z− x| ≤ 4A√ε.
Using convexity ofW(XM), we obtain that with probability one
dH(W(XM), D(0, R)) ≤ 4A
√
ε.
SinceM ≥ N was arbitrary, this implies the desired result.
The proof of the second part of the theorem is essentially the same. Note
that the ε-net in our proof can be chosen to have the cardinality not exceed-
ing 2.2piR/ε. Thus, by the union bound, the probability of the event
‖XM‖ ≤ A and ∀θ ∈ N |λ(θ,M) − R| ≤ ε,
considered above, does not exceed pN + 2.2piR ε−1qN(ε). This implies the
quantitative part of the theorem. 
The next theorem shows that the first part of Theorem 4.1 applies to a
large class of random matrices (essentially to matrices whose entries are
i.i.d. random variables having final fourth moments and corresponding tri-
angular matrices), in particular to ensembles GN, GRN and TN introduced in
Section 2.
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Theorem 4.2. Let xi,i, i ≥ 1, be i.i.d. complex random variables with finite
second moment, xi,j, i 6= j, be i.i.d. centered complex random variables
with finite fourth moment, and all these variables are independent. Assume
E|x1,2|2 = λ2 for some λ > 0. Let XN = N−1/2 {xi,j}i,j≤N, and YN be the
matrix whose entries on or above the diagonal are the same as entries of
XN and entries below diagonal are zeros. Then with probability one,
dH(W(XN), D(0,
√
2λ))→ 0 and dH(W(YN), D(0, λ))→ 0.
In particular with probability one,
dH(W(GN), D(0,
√
2))→ 0, dH(W(GRN), D(0,√2))→ 0
and
dH(W(TN), D(0,
√
2))→ 0.
Proof. It is easy to check that the entries of
√
NRe(eiθXN) satisfy condi-
tions of Theorem 5.2 in [7], that is the diagonal entries are i.i.d. real random
variables with finite second moment; the above diagonal entries are i.i.d.
mean zero complex variables with finite fourth moment and of variance
λ2/2. Therefore, Theorem 5.2 in [7] implies that ‖Re(eiθXN)‖ → √2λ.
Theorem 4.1 applied with R =
√
2λ provides the first limit. For the trian-
gular matrix YN the proof is the same, we just need to note that the above
diagonal entries of
√
NRe(eiθYN) have variances (λ/2)2. The “in particu-
lar” part follows immediately. 
We now turn to quantitative estimates for ensembles GN and TN.
Theorem 4.3. There exist absolute positive constants c and C such that for
every ε ∈ (0, 1] and every N,
P
(
dH
(
W(GN), D(0,
√
2)
)
≥ ε
)
≤ C ε−2 exp(−cNε3).
Remark 1. Note that by Borel-Cantelli lemma, this theorem also implies
that dH(W(GN), D(0,
√
2))→ 0.
Proof. Note that for every real θ the distributions ofGN and eiθGN coincide.
Note also that Re (GN) is a 1/
√
2N multiple of a GUE. Thus, the desired
result follows from the quantitative part of Theorem 4.1 by (7) and (8) (and
by adjusting absolute constants). 
Remark 2. It is possible to establish a direct link between Theorem 4.3,
geometry of the set of mixed quantum states and the Dvoretzky theorem
[11, 33].
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As before, let QN = {ρ : ρ = ρ∗, ρ ≥ 0, Trρ = 1} be the set of
complex density matrices of size N. It is well known [8] that working
in the geometry induced by the Hilbert-Schmidt distance this set of (real)
dimension N2 − 1 is inscribed inside a sphere of radius
√
(N− 1)/N ≈
1, and it contains a ball of radius 1/
√
(N− 1)N ≈ 1/N. Applying the
Dvoretzky theorem and the techniques of [4], one can prove the following
result [5]: for largeN a generic two-dimensional projection of the setQN is
very close to the Euclidean disk of radius rN = 2/
√
N. Loosely speaking,
in high dimensions a typical projection of a convex body becomes close to
a circular disk – see e.g. [3].
To demonstrate a relation with the numerical range of random matri-
ces we apply results from [12], where it was shown that for any matrix
X of order N its numerical range W(X) is up to a translation and dilation
equal to an orthogonal projection of the set QN. The matrix X determines
the projection plane, while the scaling factor for a traceless matrix reads
α(X) =
√
1
2
(TrXX∗ + |TrX2|).
Complex Ginibre matrices are asymptotically traceless, and the second
term |TrG2| tends to zero, so the normalization condition used in this work,
ETrGNG∗N = N, implies that Eα(GN) converges asymptotically to
√
N/2.
It is natural to expect that the projection of QN associated with the com-
plex Ginibre matrix GN is generic and is characterized by the Dvoretzky
theorem.
Our result shows that the random projection of QN, associated with the
complex Ginibre matrix GN does indeed have the features expected in view
of Dvoretzky’s theorem and is close to a disk of radius rNEα(GN) =
√
2.
Theorem 4.4. There exist absolute positive constants c and C such that for
every ε ∈ (0, 1] and every N,
P
(
dH
(
W(TN), D(0,
√
2)
)
≥ ε
)
≤ C ε−2 exp(−cNε3).
Remark 3. Note that by Borel-Cantelli lemma, this theorem also implies
that dH(W(TN), D(0,
√
2))→ 0.
Proof. Note that for every real θ the distributions of TN and eiθTN coincide.
As was mentioned above Re TN can be presented as ZN/
√
2(N− 1), where
ZN is a complex Hermitian N × N matrix with zero on the diagonal and
independent complex Gaussian random variables of variance one above the
diagonal. Thus, by (10), for every θ ∈ R and ε ∈ (0, 1]
P
(∣∣∣‖Re (eiθTN)‖−√2∣∣∣ > ε) ≤ C exp(−cNε3/2)
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(one needs to adjust the absolute constants). SinceXN = Re XN+iIm XN =
Re XN + iRe (e−ipi/2XN),
P (‖TN‖ ≥ 3) ≤ C2 exp(−c1N).
Thus, applying Theorem 4.1 (with R =
√
2 and A = 3), we obtain the
desired result. 
5. FURTHER EXTENSIONS.
Note that the first part of the proof of Theorem 4.1, the inclusion of
W(XN) into the disk, can be extended to a more general setting, when R
is not a constant but a function of θ. Namely, let R : R → [1,∞) be a
(2pi)-periodic continuous function. Let K(R) be defined by (6), i.e.
K(R) := {λe−iθ R(θ) : λ ∈ [0, 1], θ ∈ [0, 2pi)}.
Note that if we identify C with R2 and θ with the direction e−iθ then R
becomes the radial function of the star-shaped body K(R). Then we have
the following
Theorem 5.1. Let K(R) be a star-shaped body with a continuous radial
function R(θ), θ ∈ [0, 2pi). Let {XN}N be a sequence of complex random
N×N matrices such that for every θ ∈ [0, 2pi) with probability one
lim
N→∞ ‖Re (eiθXN)‖ = R(θ).
Then with probability one
lim
N→∞dH(W(XN) \ K(R), ∅) = 0
(in other words asymptotically the numerical range is contained in K(R)).
Furthermore, if there exists A > 0 such that for every N ≥ 1,
P (‖XN‖ > A) ≤ pN
and for every ε ∈ (0, 1/2), N ≥ 1, θ ∈ R,
P
(∣∣ ‖Re (eiθXN)‖− R(θ)∣∣ > ε) ≤ qN(ε)
then for every ε ∈ (0, 1/2) and every N one has
P (dH(W(XN) ⊂ K(R+ (2A+ 1)ε)) ≤ pN + 2Lε−1 qN(ε),
where L denotes the length of the curve {R(θ)}θ∈[0,2pi).
Remark 4. The proof below can be adjusted to prove the inclusion (5) (in
fact (5) is simpler, since it does not require the approximation).
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Remark 5. Under assumptions of Proposition 5.1 on the convergence of
norms to R, the function R must be continuous. Indeed, for every θ and t
one has with probability one
|R(θ) − R(t)| ≤ lim
N→∞
∣∣ ‖Re (eiθXN)‖− ‖Re (eitXN)‖∣∣
≤ ∣∣eiθ − eit∣∣ lim sup
N→∞ ‖XN‖
and
lim sup
N→∞ ‖XN‖ ≤ lim supN→∞ ‖Re XN‖+ lim supN→∞ ‖Im XN‖ = R(0) + R(−pi/2).
Remark 6. Continuity and periodicity are not the only constraints that R
should satisfy. For Theorem 5.1 not to be an empty statement, The set K(R)
should also have the property of being convex. This is clearly a necessary
condition, and it can be proved by simple diagonal examples that it is also
a sufficient condition.
Proof. Fix ε ∈ (0, 1/2). Denote
λ(θ,N) := sup{Re (eiθXNy, y), ‖y‖2 = 1}.
Note that
λ(θ,N) = ‖Re (eiθXN)‖.
Thus for every θ ∈ R with probability one
lim
N→∞ λ(θ,N) = R(θ).
Let ∂K = {R(θ) | θ ∈ [0, 2pi)} denote the boundary of K(R). Choose a
finite setN in [0, 2pi] so that {R(θ)eiθ}θ∈N is an ε-net in ∂K (in the Euclidean
metric). Then, with probability one, for every θ ∈ N one has λ(θ,N) →
R(θ).
As before, note
max
θ
R(θ) ≤ lim sup
N→∞ ‖XN‖ ≤ R(0) + R(−pi/2).
Choose A ≥ 1 and N ≥ 1 such that for everyM ≥ N one has
‖XM‖ ≤ A and ∀θ ∈ N |λ(θ,M) − R(θ)| ≤ ε.
Note that the supremum in the definition of λ(θ,N) is attained and that
|eiθ − eit| ‖XN‖ ≤ |eiθ − eit|A,
whenever ‖y‖2 = 1. As was mentioned in the remark following the theo-
rem,
|R(θ) − R(t)| ≤ ∣∣eiθ − eit∣∣A.
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Therefore, using approximation by elements of N and the simple estimate∣∣eiθ − eit∣∣ ≤ ε, whenever |θ − t| ≤ ε, we obtain that for every real t one
has
|λ(t,N) − R(t)|
≤ |λ(t,N) − λ(θ,N)|+ |λ(θ,N) − R(θ)|+ |R(θ) − R(t)|
≤ (2A+ 1)ε.(11)
Now let y0 of norm one be such that (XNy0, y0) is in the direction eit,
that is (XNy0, y0) = eitR for some real positive R. Then
R = e−it(XNy0, y0) = Re (e−itXNy0, y0) ≤ λ(−t,N) ≤ R(−t)+(2A+1)ε.
This shows thatW(XN) ⊂ K(R+ (2A+ 1)ε).
The quantitative estimates are obtained in the same way as in the proof
of Theorem 4.1. 
As an example consider the following matrix. LetH1,H2 be independent
distributed asGN, a, b > 0 andA := aH1+ibH2. Then it is easy to see that
Re (eiθA) is distributed as r(θ)GN, where r(θ) =
√
a2 cos2 θ+ b2 sin2 θ.
Therefore ‖Re (eiθA)‖ → R(θ) := √2r(θ). Theorem 5.1 implies that
W(A) is asymptotically contained in K(R) which is an ellipse.
6. NORM ESTIMATE FOR THE UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRIX
In this section we prove that ‖TN‖ → √2e, as claimed in Eq. (2) of the
introduction (Theorem 6.2). For the purpose of this section it is convenient
to renormalize the matrix TN and to consider T¯N, which is strictly upper
diagonal and whose entries above the diagonal are complex centered i.i.d.
Gaussians of variance 1/
√
N. Thus, (T¯N)ij =
√
(N− 1)/(2N)Tij.
We also consider upper triangular matrices T ′N, whose entries above and
on the diagonal are complex centered i.i.d. Gaussians of variance 1/
√
N.
Note that T¯N and T ′N differs on the diagonal only, therefore the following
lemma follows from (9).
Lemma 6.1. The operator norm of T¯N converges with probability one to a
limit L iff the operator norm of T ′N converges with probability one to L.
We reformulate the limiting behavior of ‖TN‖ in terms of T¯N. We prove
the following theorem, which is clearly equivalent to (2).
Theorem 6.2. With probability one, the operator norm of the sequence of
random matrices T¯N tends to
√
e.
Let us first recall the following theorem, proved in [13].
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Proposition 6.3. For any integer `,
lim
N
E(N−1Tr((T¯NT¯ ∗N)`) =
``
(`+ 1)!
We will use the following auxiliary constructions. Fix a positive integer
parameter k, denote m = [N/k] (the largest integer not exceeding N/k),
and define the upper triangular matrix T¯N,k as follows: (T¯N,k)i,j = 0 if `m+
1 ≤ j ≤ (` + 1)m and i ≥ `m + 1 for some ` ≥ 0, and (T¯N,k)i,j = (T¯N)i,j
otherwise. In other words we set more entries to be equal to 0 and we have
either k × k or (k + 1) × (k + 1) block strictly triangular matrix (if N is
not multiple of k then the last, (k+ 1)th, “block-row” and “block-column”
have either their number of rows or columns strictly less than N/k).
We start with the following
Lemma 6.4. Let k be a positive integer andN be a multiple of k. Then with
probability one, ‖T¯N,k‖ converges to a quantity fk as N→∞.
Proof. Note that the complex Ginibre matrix is, up to a proper normaliza-
tion, distributed asA1+iA2, whereA1 andA2 are i.i.d. GUE. Thus, whenN
is a multiple of k, T¯N,k can be seen as a k×k block matrix ofN/k×N/kma-
trices, which are linear combinations of i.i.d. copies of GUE. A Haagerup-
Thorbjornsen result [21] ensures convergence with probability one of the
norm. 
At this point it is not possible to compute fk explicitly. Actually it will
be enough for us to understand the asymptotics of fk as k→∞.
In the next lemma, we remove the condition that N be a multiple of k.
Lemma 6.5. Let k be a positive integer. Then with probability one, ‖T¯N,k‖
converges to to the quantity fk defined in Lemma 6.4 as N→∞.
Proof. Let N ≥ k. Denote by N+ the first multiple of k after N. Up to
an overall multipleN/N+ (imposed by the normalization that is dimension
dependent), we can realize T¯N,k as a compression of T¯N+,k. Since a com-
pression reduces the operator norm, thanks to the previous lemma, we have
with probability one,
lim sup
N→∞ ‖T¯N,k‖ ≤ fk.
Similarly, by N− denote the first multiple of k before N. Up to an overall
multiple N−/N, we can realize T¯N−,k as a compression of T¯N,k. Therefore
we have with probability one,
lim inf
N→∞ ‖T¯N,k‖ ≥ fk.
These two estimates imply the lemma. 
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In the next Lemma, we compare the norm of T¯N,k with the norm of T¯N.
Lemma 6.6. With probability one for every k we have
lim sup
N→∞
∣∣‖T¯N,k‖− ‖T¯N‖∣∣ ≤ 3/√k.
Proof. For every fixed k ≤ N we consider a matrix DN,k distributed as
T¯N,k − T¯N. Setting as before m = [N/k], the entries of DN,k are i.i.d.
Gaussian of variance 1/
√
N if `m+ 1 ≤ j ≤ (`+ 1)m and i ≥ `m+ 1 for
some ` ≥ 0, and (DN,k)i,j = 0 otherwise. Clearly, this matrix is diagonal by
block. It consists of k diagonal blocks of m ×m strictly upper triangular
random matrices with entries of variance 1/N and possibly one more block
of smaller size.
Let us first work on estimating the tail of the operator norm on a diagonal
block of sizem×m, which will be denoted by XN. It follows directly from
the Wick formula that the quantities E(Tr((XNX∗N)`)) are bounded above
by quantities E(Tr((X˜NX˜∗N)`)), where X˜N is the same matrix as XN with-
out the assumption that lower triangular entries are zero (in other words,
it is a rescaled complex Ginibre matrix of size m × m). From there,
we can make estimates following arguments a` la Soshnikov [37] and ob-
tain that the tail of the operator norm of XN is majorized by the tail of
the operator norm of X˜N. More precisely, we can show that there exists
a constant C1 > 0 such that E(Tr((XNX∗N)`)) ≤ C1(2.8/
√
k)` for every
` ≤ N1/4. This implies that there exists another constant C2 > 0 such that
E(Tr(D`N,k)) ≤ C1k(2.8/
√
k)` ≤ C2(2.9/
√
k)` for all sufficiently large
` ≤ N1/4. Therefore we deduce by Jensen inequality that the probability
that the operator norm DN,k is larger than 3/
√
k is bounded by C−N for
some universal constant C > 1. By Borel-Cantelli lemma, with probability
one we have
lim sup
N→∞
∣∣‖T¯N,k‖− ‖T¯N‖∣∣ ≤ 3/√k.
The result follows by the triangle inequality. 
As a consequence we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 6.7. The sequence fk converges to some constant f as k→∞ and
‖T¯N‖ converges to f with probability one.
Proof. By Lemma 6.6 and the triangle inequality, we get that with proba-
bility one,
lim sup
N→∞
∣∣‖T¯N,k1‖− ‖T¯N,k2‖∣∣ ≤ 3/√k1 + 3/√k2.
Therefore, evaluating the limit on the left hand side, we observe that {fk}k
is a Cauchy sequence. Thus it converges to a constant f.
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Next, we see that for any ε > 0, taking k large enough, we obtain that
with probability one,
lim sup
N→∞
∣∣‖T¯N‖− f∣∣ ≤ ε.
Letting ε→ 0, we obtain the desired result. 
Now we are ready to finish the proof of Theorem 6.2.
Proof of Theorem 6.2. It is enough to prove that f =
√
e. It follows from
[21] that
fk = lim
`→∞ 2
√`
lim
N→∞E(N−1Tr((T¯N,kT¯ ∗N,k)`)).
Given ` andN, it follows from Wick’s theorem that E(N−1Tr((T¯N,kT¯ ∗N,k)`))
increases and converges as k→∞ pointwisely to E(N−1Tr((T¯NT¯ ∗N)`)). So
the same result holds if we let N→∞ (by Dini’s theorem), namely
lim
k→∞ limN→∞E(N−1Tr((T¯N,kT¯ ∗N,k)`)) = limN→∞E(N−1Tr((T¯NT¯ ∗N)`)).
Observing that
2
√`
lim
N
E(N−1Tr((T¯N,kT¯ ∗N,k)`))
increases as a function of ` and applying once more Dini’s theorem, we
obtain that
lim
k→∞ fk = lim`→∞ 2
√`
lim
N→∞E(N−1Tr((T¯NT¯ ∗N)`)).
Therefore
lim
k→∞ fk = lim`→∞ 2
√`
``
(`+ 1)!
=
√
e
by the Stirling formula. This completes the proof. 
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